List of invited talks

Travel, lodging and/or expert fee offered by the organisers of each venue


7. (2013). «Open Education: multilingual, user driven and glocalised». Invitation by the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre to join the dedicated foresight workshop on the development of a common vision of the Future of Open Education. Seville, April 29-30.


9. (2012). «Social media to boost communication and dissemination plans of European projects». Invited by European Commission’s Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency to give a presentation at the annual Infoday. Brussels, November 12, Link (click “session 5”)


11. (2012). «Are social media appropriate to enhance creativity for language learning?» CREALLE conference (Creativity in Language Learning), Brussels, November 15 - 16.


17. (2010). «ICT connecting the world in foreign language learning». Invited by Providence University, Tainan city, **Taiwan**. May 13.

18. (2010). «Telecollaboration and Web 2.0 tools in educational contexts: exploring boundaries between formal and informal learning». Invited by National Chengchi University, Taipei, **Taiwan**. May 14.
